emPOWERing farms
Gallery walk handout/feedback book
Please fill out below:
I am a:



Farmer: Type ___________________



Advocacy group member



Farming service provider (e.g.
consultant)



Energy Retailer



Government



TasNetworks employee



General public



Other___________________

If we can contact you for more detail on your comments please fill out
below

Name
Email
Phone

Instruction manual
The emPOWERing farms project is about understanding our farming
customers needs and designing fit for purpose solutions.
We have spent the last 6 months speaking to farmers and other
stakeholders and hearing the issues relevant to them.
Posters contain a summary of our findings

This book contains more detailed information

We are here to answer your questions

…Posters are arranged by topic as shown below

Background and
Introduction

Themes

What’s next

Your feedback is important!
This session is all about checking in. You can
write feedback in your books or just tell us.
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Contents
Pages 2-3

Pages 4-23

Pages 24-29

These pages contain contents and
instructions for providing feedback

These pages contain the same detail as the
posters on the wall
They also have an opportunity for you to
provide feedback to us

These pages contain more detail on some
of the topics covered in the posters

Feedback
You are welcome to write anywhere on your book. Blank feedback pages
have been included so you have plenty of space!

!
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Have you filled out the cover page?
We will use this information to help
categorise your feedback

Why emPOWERing farms?
We’ve been working to better understand farming customers so we can
improve the services our customers value
Where are we now?
Today we’re making sure we haven’t missed anything in our interviews and
research so far:
The themes we found
The process we used to find them
What we are doing next
…but we need your help!
Keep these questions in mind as you read the following posters
Which themes are important
to you?
What issues or opportunities
have we missed?
What could solve the
problems for you?

Jot any feedback
in your book we’ll collect it
when you're done!

Strategic linkages

There’s more info on these in your book on pages 25 - 26
Our Strategy
This project is a key part of our
strategy to care for our
customers and make their
experience easier
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Innovation is in our DNA
TasNetworks has a long
history of innovation is now
supported by our Innovation
Framework 2019-2022

Feedback page
Please note any feedback here
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emPOWERing farms: the journey so far
Farmers are diverse, and both farming and energy are complex. We need
to fully understand what is important before trying to build solutions
Step 1: collect insights and generate themes
This involved collecting as much data as we could: we visited and
interviewed 15 farmers across the state, spoke to representative bodies
and service providers, read reports, news articles, and spoke to our own
people to get a feeling for what is important

We interviewed farmers
across the state,
including dairy,
livestock, vegetable,
fish, and nut farmers.
Farmers are diverse and
so were the people we
interviewed!
Step 2: group and prioritise themes

How strongly people
felt it as a problem
Weak
Strong

Each issue was assessed against how many people spoke about it and
how strongly they felt about it. These were then grouped into 5 areas
which represented all of the different stakeholders

Few
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How many people told
us it was a problem

Many

Feedback page
Please note any feedback here
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What we found: 5 key themes
Connection process
This theme relates to the process to get
connected to the network.
New challenges, new needs
This theme relates to how farming is evolving
with technology, climate change, and new ways
of interacting with energy

Pricing
This theme relates to how our pricing interacts
with farming, the network, and the environment
Knowledge Barriers
This theme relates to how farmers find, process,
and use information.
Communication
This theme relates to the day-to-day
communication requirements between farmers
and TasNetworks.

More detail on these is on the next pages
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Feedback page
Rank the themes (from 1=most important to 5=least important)
Connection Process
New Challenges, New Needs
Pricing
Knowledge Barriers
Communication
Why did you rate these in that way?
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1. Connection process
A customer’s journey with us begins when they decide to
connect. Therefore it’s important we get it right.
Overwhelmingly, customers are telling us that this process is
not delivering timely, consistent, or cost efficient network
connections
The connection process is slow and complicated for
farmers to navigate: “We're a large farm and we're
trying to organise new supplies and it takes months…
your whole operation is put on hold when you're
waiting for TasNetworks”
Tasmanian Farmer
Electrical contractors are stuck in the middle of our
connection process: "People are drilling us
contractors every day and your delays make us look
stupid”
Electrical Contractor
Building new infrastructure can be a long and
complex process: “Getting irrigation supplies
connected is an issue. They come along too late, but
won’t fit construction schedule”
TasNetworks, Network designer

We’ve started a project specifically to
improve our connections process: the
Customer Connections Refresh Program.
The emPOWERing farms project is
working in close partnership with the
connections project.
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Feedback page
How important is this issue to you? (Please circle)
Not

Very

I experience this issue? (Please circle)
Rarely
Do you have any connection experiences to share?
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Often

2. New challenges, new needs
Technology, costs, climate, and customer expectations are all changing.
We must adapt to this changing world with our customers. This problem
area is very broad and future-focussed – just like our customers
Farmers can now generate their own energy
“…if we save $8k in power each year and in three to
four years we'll get our money back”
Blueberry farmer
Multiple connection points can mean that solar
doesn’t “stack up”
“I Would love to be able to get 50-150KW solar bank to
feed into aggregate metres.. The current feed in tariff
delta of >25% makes it far more difficult to justify a
solar system being installed”
Vineyard & sheep farmer
Changing rainfall patterns extend irrigation seasons
and can challenge the supply of water
“The end summer rain that we used to receive before, is
not something we can count on anymore.”
Alpaca farmer
Farmers are innovative
“Being farmers we have a practical outlook on life, we
figured that we would learn and run the new business
as well as anyone else”
Vineyard & sheep farmer
“We need to look to the future of farming. What will a farm in
20 years look like?”
TasNetworks CEO Lance Balcombe
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Feedback page
How important is this issue to you? (Please circle)
Not

Very

I experience this issue? (Please circle)
Rarely
What new challenges are most relevant to you? How might
TasNetworks help you meet them?
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Often

3. Pricing
Relating to existing network tariffs, this problem area provides insights into
the impacts of pricing on farmers, the environment, and the community

Low cost time of use network
tariffs enable irrigation: “I
only irrigate in off peak, I can't
justify watering grass in
anything but”
Cattle farmer

Not all irrigation customers
respond to the pricing signal:
“When I'm irrigating, I'm
going for what the crop needs
at the time. If I need to put
water on, I'm going to put
water on regardless of the
[cost of] power”
ABC country hour 2019

Quality of life: “I plan
everything around the off
peak to be honest. It’s a
lifestyle killer, it’s a family
killer and staff hate it”
ABC country hour 2019

Loading issues in the network
– even outside traditional
peak times: "as soon as you
have an irrigation scheme the
feeder load will pick up
quickly”
TasNetworks planning
engineer

The story of pricing is on pages
28-29
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Feedback page
How important is this issue to you? (Please circle)
Not

Very

I experience this issue? (Please circle)
Rarely
How does our pricing impact you? What changes would you
suggest?
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Often

4. Knowledge barriers
Energy is complex, and so is farming. Farmers have shared their stories
about how they find, process, and use information. Information needs to
come from a trusted source, such as a neighbour, friend, or credible
advisor
Outsiders are not considered trustworthy sources
of information: “I knew I shouldn't have trusted
him. He said we would never need to clean our
panels and that it would cut costs by $100-150
every quarter. It did in the start, I don't think it
does now”
Potato and onion farmer
Within the farming
community, the
experiences of others can
be a valuable source of
information: “… best tools
are your eyes. When you're
driving past farms, I try to
work out what upgrades
they've done and why
they've done it like that”
Cattle farmer

There are many factors for
famers to consider to keep
farms operating smoothly.
Energy is hard to prioritise.
“I have so much on my
plate, I don't have time to
chase that sort of thing” Diversified farmer

How can TasNetworks become a trusted
source of advice for energy decisions?
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Feedback page
How important is this issue to you? (Please circle)
Not

Very

I experience this issue? (Please circle)
Rarely
How can TasNetworks become a trusted source of advice for
energy decisions? What sort of advice would be useful?
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Often

5. Communication
We often need to access farmers’ land or interrupt their energy supply to
carry out work. Biosecurity, private poles, outage planning; many things
can be improved with better communication.
Planned and unplanned outages can have a large impact on
farmers: “Our business is agriculture and each time the
power goes out and then comes back we have to spend hours
restarting pumps.”
Farmer’s response to customer survey

Increasing irrigation load makes planning work on the
network harder: “You don’t know until it happens – load
growth over winter. Come summer, feeder loads are higher
than you expect”
Outage planner

Biosecurity, safety, and other factors: “I've had a lot of
trouble with irrigation pumps and meter readings, I just find
them hopeless.”
Farmer’s response to customer survey

How can we improve day-to-day
communication between us and farmers?
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Feedback page
How important is this issue to you? (Please circle)
Not

Very

I experience this issue? (Please circle)
Rarely
How can we improve day-to-day communication between us
and farmers? What communication would be useful to you?
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Often

What’s next?
We’ve identified 5 themes from what we’ve heard. This helped us build an
understanding of our farming customers’ world. Now it’s time to work
towards solutions

How will we get there?
Step 1. Build a process
Determine how we are going to identify opportunities
and who we need to help us

Step 2. Identify opportunities
Find out all the ways we could approach the problems

Step 3. Select the options
Choose opportunities that look the most promising

Step 4. Build the plan
Develop plans for each opportunity

We need your help to get here
Please share your feedback about what you’ve
heard today and let us know if you would like
to stay involved
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Feedback page
Is there any information you can give us that would help us
build solutions?

Is there any overall feedback you have for us?
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Overall feedback

What do you think of our process? Have we missed
anything?

Do you have any tips or suggestions for our project
and what we do next?

Do you want to be involved?

How can you help?
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Feedback page
What do you think of our process? Have we missed anything?

Do you have any tips or suggestions for our project and what
we do next?

How can you help?

Keen to be involved? Fill out the attached form
so we can contact you.
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Supplementary information
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Who we are

TasNetworks transmits energy from generators to
power consumers across our network.

TasNetworks delivers power from generation sources to homes and
businesses through our transmission and distribution networks.

Generators connect to
our network and sell their
power on the National
Electricity Market (NEM)
Increasingly customers
are installing their own
generation such as
rooftop solar

Power consumers (such as
irrigators) connect to our
network and purchase
their power from the NEM
via an energy retailer.
Customers can choose
their retailer from the
several that are active in
Tasmania.
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TasNetworks Innovation
framework

TasNetworks has a long history with innovation. Recently we have
implemented our first innovation framework. This framework defines
innovation as:
Executing ideas to achieve value for TasNetworks and our customers
The framework defines four areas (frames) which define where we
innovate. These frames are:

emPOWERing Farms is in frame 2
The framework defines a pathway for innovation to progress through to
implementation:
Problem
definition

What are
we trying
to solve?

Ideation

Incubation

Could we
solve it?

Running a
project

Implement

A real
world test

Implemented
solution

How should we solve it?

We
are
here
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This gallery walk is the end of the “problem definition” phase
for the emPOWERing farms project

Regulation FAQs
TasNetworks is a regulated business. Everything from the services we’re
allowed to provide and the service standards we have to meet, to our
expenditure on new and replacement assets and the prices we charge
for the use of the network is determined by independent regulators.

Q

Why is TasNetworks regulated?

A

Electricity networks involve costly assets with long service
lives. It would be inefficient for another supplier to duplicate
those assets, so it makes sense for just one – a natural
monopoly – to provide Tasmania’s electricity network.
However, when a natural monopoly is providing an essential
service, in theory it could charge inflated prices and offer substandard service because it has no competitors. To ensure this
doesn’t happen, network businesses in Australia are regulated.

Q

Who regulates TasNetworks revenue?

A

TasNetworks revenue is regulated by the Australian Energy
Regulator (AER). Every five years TasNetworks submits a
detailed proposal to the AER setting out its plans for
maintaining, improving and operating the network, the
revenue required to fund those plans and the prices we
expect to charge to recover that revenue. The AER then
decides how much TasNetworks should be allowed to recover
in each year of the coming five year regulatory period –
referred to as a ‘revenue cap’.

Q

What happens under a revenue cap?

A

Under a revenue cap the maximum total revenue
TasNetworks can recover from the customers connected to its
network in any given year is set by the AER. If TasNetworks’
revenue in a particular year exceeds the revenue cap for that
year, maybe because of something like unexpected growth in
customers’ consumption of electricity or customer numbers,
TasNetworks is not permitted to retain that extra revenue,
with any over-recoveries returned to customers in subsequent
years, in the form of a reduction in network tariffs.
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Network Pricing
What is a network tariff?
Network tariffs are the fees and charges we use to recover the cost of
building, running and maintaining Tasmania’s electricity network.
Every household, business and organisation connected to the network
makes a contribution towards the cost of the shared network.
However, rather than bill customers directly, we charge their retailer,
who then passes the cost of the network on to customers through the
retail tariffs that appear on their power bills.
Market changes
Generation

35.5%

0.4%

Retail costs

12.4%
Power Bill

Network
41.5%

Cost components
of a typical
residential or small
business electricity
bill (2019-20)

Metering

0.4%
Renewable Energy
Certificates
7.7%

What makes up a network tariff?
The network tariffs that currently apply to most residential customers
and small businesses are made up of two parts: a daily service charge
and a charge for the delivery of each unit of power the customer uses.
Some tariffs also include demand charges and/or specified demand
charges (where a customer pays for network capacity). Some tariffs
vary their charges based on time of use. The use of multiple charging
elements within each tariff is intended to signal to customers the
value of being connected to the network as well as well as the cost
associated with their usage of the network.
How do we set network tariffs?
TasNetworks is required to follow a set methodology and comply with
National Electricity Rules when setting its tariffs each year. Amongst
other things, those rules require TasNetworks to apply network tariffs
that are cost reflective, so that classes of customer, as well as
individual customers, make a contribution towards the cost of the
shared network that reflects the demands they place on the network.
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